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Germans call the following process of in

because it is motivated by a value system where all too often it is forgotten that

bedrock of our civilization rests on the concept/ideal of TRUTH.

The Enemy within

– the 9/11 disinformationists always find their way to making irrelevant Auschwitz

Holocaust references, says

Zionist Holocaust deception’.

From: RICHARD EASTMAN oldickeastman@q.com

Sent: Wednesday, 5 January 2011 10:21 AM

To: phone group 1 Kaminski

Subject: Ventura Caught -- Gordon Duff

puffing phony-investigator Jesse Ventura on Pentagon

attack and his crock of bullshit

*

All right John -- you stepped over the line.

I saw what you were doing and what to expect with the

damning with faint praise for a scrawled memo

it was there and why you led with it - right away, before

scrolling down to the bullshit from Duff and Ventura you were

handing out. They got to you -- and I was a fool to think you

could be reclaimed.

Ventura is not the only one going down on the i

Mr. Kaminksy (intentional). If you want to defend Ventura's

rubbish non-evidence and omissions of the real evidence in the

matter of the false-flag attack on the Pentagon

than willing to accomodate you. But it must be a big

forum.

This is Bcc'd to the original group you mailed, referencing me

and the bogus Duff-Ventura piece.

Dick Eastman, Yakima, Washington

====
This just went on your "most important story of the year"

Ventura's fraudulent misrepresentation of t

evidence.

From: Dick Eastman

Sent: Tuesday, January 04, 2011 3:10 PM

Subject: -- Gordon Duff and Kaminski puffing phony

investigator Jesse Ventura on Pentagon attack is a

crock of bullshit -- Eastman challenges wimp Ventura to

a no holds barred in the ring and the arena

Tell that Chicken Neck Ventura that I'll met him in the ring

he meets me first for alternate ten minute rounds for two

hours -- minus commercials -- on his Pentagon evidence being

bogus and mine, which he ignored, being genuine,

Rense. -- Dick Eastman, 240 pounds
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Germans call the following process of in-fghting ‘emotionale Selbstzerfleischung’

because it is motivated by a value system where all too often it is forgotten that

bedrock of our civilization rests on the concept/ideal of TRUTH.

The Enemy within – shills and spills … from January 2011

9/11 disinformationists always find their way to making irrelevant Auschwitz

says Dick Eastman: ‘So we see that Duff is sponsoring the

Zionist Holocaust deception’. … read on ... original spelling retained:

oldickeastman@q.com

Wednesday, 5 January 2011 10:21 AM

Gordon Duff and Kaminski

investigator Jesse Ventura on Pentagon

I saw what you were doing and what to expect with the

damning with faint praise for a scrawled memo -- I know why

right away, before

scrolling down to the bullshit from Duff and Ventura you were

and I was a fool to think you

Ventura is not the only one going down on the intellectual mat,

If you want to defend Ventura's

evidence and omissions of the real evidence in the

flag attack on the Pentagon -- I am more

But it must be a big audience

This is Bcc'd to the original group you mailed, referencing me

t important story of the year" --

Ventura's fraudulent misrepresentation of the 9-11 Pentagon

Tuesday, January 04, 2011 3:10 PM

Gordon Duff and Kaminski puffing phony-

investigator Jesse Ventura on Pentagon attack is a

Eastman challenges wimp Ventura to

a no holds barred in the ring and the arena

Tell that Chicken Neck Ventura that I'll met him in the ring if

e ten minute rounds for two

on his Pentagon evidence being

bogus and mine, which he ignored, being genuine, on Jeff

Jesse Ventura is an Arnold Schwartnegger

and Alex Jones and a Jim Fetzer all in one. And Kaminski an

Gordon Duff are on his team.

Duff writes: "TV host, Jesse Ventura, former Navy Seal,

former Governor of Minnesota, on a one hour documentary on

prime-time American television, ma

criminal case tying Cheney, Rumsfeld and officials throughout

the US government with complicity in the planning, execution

and subsequent cover-up of the 9/11 attack on the Pentagon."

DE: Nothing controversial there,right

an open and shut case against Cheney and Rumsfeld

notice that these sonsobitches don't metnion Perle, Feith,

Wolfowitz, Zakheim, Kissinger who were at the Pentagon and

really where the plans of the operation as I showed in a

300 posts from 2002 to 2005.

Duff: "According to experts on 9/11, engineers, pilots,

intelligence officers and members of our military, Jesse

Ventura “hit the nail on the head.”

DE: This is bullshit too. The architects and engineers for 9

truth group have never implicated one Jew or addressed the

Pentagon attack. Pilots for 9-

"no-planers" -- the disinformation group that insists that no

planes hit the WTC towers -- yes, they deny the planes hit the

towers and honest investigators like me can't budge them

from that position after years of persistent trying.

and Ventura are in a lot of youtubes together

that neither one has ever responded to any of the material I

have sent them over the years

Ventura gets the mainstream exposure that Fetzer and Morgan

Reynolds (another no-planer) get.

might ask, who the hell am I to criticize these great 9

investigators, and you would be right

have only been interviewed by anyone on 9

and the only major internet alternative news figure who will

even touch my Pentagon research on his website is Jeff

Rense. Last I looked my research was still there for Ventura

or Duff or Kaminski to consult --

include the self-contained investigation of Barbara Honegger

and of Carol Valentine -- but does Ventura mention either

one? Hell no. Here is the evidence t

avoided -- exactly as have Fetzer, Morgan, Popular Mechanics,

New American and all of the other people who have tried
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fghting ‘emotionale Selbstzerfleischung’

because it is motivated by a value system where all too often it is forgotten that the

bedrock of our civilization rests on the concept/ideal of TRUTH.

shills and spills … from January 2011

9/11 disinformationists always find their way to making irrelevant Auschwitz-

‘So we see that Duff is sponsoring the

... original spelling retained:

Jesse Ventura is an Arnold Schwartnegger and a Ross Perot

and Alex Jones and a Jim Fetzer all in one. And Kaminski and

"TV host, Jesse Ventura, former Navy Seal,

former Governor of Minnesota, on a one hour documentary on

time American television, makes an open and shut

criminal case tying Cheney, Rumsfeld and officials throughout

the US government with complicity in the planning, execution

up of the 9/11 attack on the Pentagon."

Nothing controversial there,right. We all know there is

an open and shut case against Cheney and Rumsfeld -- but

notice that these sonsobitches don't metnion Perle, Feith,

Wolfowitz, Zakheim, Kissinger who were at the Pentagon and

really where the plans of the operation as I showed in about

"According to experts on 9/11, engineers, pilots,

intelligence officers and members of our military, Jesse

Ventura “hit the nail on the head.”

The architects and engineers for 9-11

group have never implicated one Jew or addressed the

-11 Truth are led by and full of

the disinformation group that insists that no

yes, they deny the planes hit the

nest investigators like me can't budge them

from that position after years of persistent trying. Alex Jones

and Ventura are in a lot of youtubes together -- interesting

that neither one has ever responded to any of the material I

ears -- and yes, sure enough,

Ventura gets the mainstream exposure that Fetzer and Morgan

planer) get. Before I go further, you

might ask, who the hell am I to criticize these great 9-11

investigators, and you would be right -- because it 9 years I

have only been interviewed by anyone on 9-11 three times --

and the only major internet alternative news figure who will

even touch my Pentagon research on his website is Jeff

Last I looked my research was still there for Ventura

-- but did they? Hell no. I also

contained investigation of Barbara Honegger

but does Ventura mention either

Here is the evidence that Ventura completely

exactly as have Fetzer, Morgan, Popular Mechanics,

New American and all of the other people who have tried
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either to debunk the "bombs-not-Boeing-at-the-Pentagon"

analysis or else discredit it with high-profile (FoX News)

presentation of totally absurd and bogus arguments while

failing to mention the true conclusive evidence.

See Eastman and Honegger analyses here:

http://www.rense.com/general86/hight1.htm Highest

Treason Substantiated

DUFF: "Ventura, using evidence developed over 9 years by

hundreds of individuals, outlines the utter impossibility of the

government’s cover story on 9/11 and systematically debunks

it using testimony and scientific evidence."

EASTMAN: Bullshit.

DUFF: Ventura cites, in an interview with a 9/11

commissioner, a possible motive for the Pentagon attack being

included with the attacks on the World Trade Center.

$2,300,000,000,000, yes 2.3 trillion US dollars had

disappeared, cited only the day before in a televised statement

by Secretary Rumsfeld, money “gone missing” from the

Pentagon’s accounting.

EASTMAN: Fact: This was a cheap shot - as I pointed out

when I first checked out this claim. It is a false argument --

and notice that it is the first arguement mentioned. I admit

that I myself helped spread this accusation when it first

appeared -- but later checked it out and retracted. (As an

investigator looking for the solid case for a grand jury or an

impartial impeachment committee -- I wanted only true proofs

from evidence. You will see that my proofs are based on

photographs and multiple witness stateements -- whereas this

is based from the outset on one misrepresentation that has

been repeated and repeated. And I say this as a man who has

nailed Zakheim for complicity on the real grounds that exist --

the grounds of his systems being used in the remote-

controlled aircraft used that day. But back to Rumsfeld --

what Rumsfeld really was saying was that there was a new

computer system going up and that it was needed

because could not handle 2.3 trillion "gone missing" --

meaning the Pentagon budget that the computer system

would keep track of. He did not at any time say that 2.3

trillion were actually lost and unaccounted for.

The real story on the computer change is that they wanted to

destroy the old system -- remember the auditors were in the

part of the building that was destroyed -- in order to eliminate

the paper trail that would show the financing of what turned

out to be the false-flag operation. I'm sure of it -- whatever

the hell my being sure may mean to you versus Ventura,

Kaminski or Duff being sure.

DUFF: "The area of the Pentagon hit by a missile or destroyed

by explosives or both contained all records of this missing

money. NO PLANE, NO WAY, NOT EVEN CLOSE"

EASTMAN: See above.

DUFF: "Ventura proves, beyond any doubt that no airplane

every hit the Pentagon. As the video shows, not even a highly

trained airline pilot was capable of the maneuvers claimed.

Long before, it had been proven that the 757 was incapable of

the task, either the maneuvers or the speed and trajectory.

The plane would have come apart, there is no disagreement

with this and hasn’t been for some time, yet nothing had been

done. Why?

EASTMAN: This is also a phony and unconvincing argument --

ignoring the real arguments I presented. Note first of all that

the no-planers also say that the planes crashing into the WTC

were impossible for a variety of reasons. The scientific fact of

the matter is that "impossibility" cannot be demonstrated in

this way. All that can be said is that it would probably

impossible to duplicate what is claimed to have happened

(whichever contradictory account you choose as the official

version) -- impossible to duplicate is certainly a reasonable

thing to say -- to it is impossible to say that a freak event did

not happen, it is impossible to say that a one-in-a-million

successful critical path approach by Flight 77 that hit the wall

as claimed could not have happened -- freakish things do

happen and they can happen any time. (Freakish means it

would not be predicted and that it was very improbable --

but Freakish does not mean impossible.] So, this second

reason Ventura and Duff give is also not proof of anything.

Much more important is the fact that the black box recorder

goes black before the plane attains the wall. This is not

mentioned by Ventura.

DUFF: It is also clearly shown that there is absolutely no

evidence of any kind showing a plane hit the Pentagon, no

wreckage, no bodies, no luggage. Items claimed to have been

taken to Dover Air Force Base, bodies, plane parts, were never

at the Pentagon as both video and testimony prove.

EASTMAN: This is half truth -- the part about the absense of

luggage or non-Pentagon-employee bodies is true and I was

pointing this soon after Theiry Meiyssan in early 2002 after the

release of the security camera videos in March of that year.

However it is false that no plane wreckage was found. That

shows that Ventura either did no homework or that he has

intentionally made up an easily refutable lie -- and I think he

did make up an easily refuted lie because he is working for the

people that want his thesis refuted. (Note: a stupid hulk like

Ventura making such easily refutable arguments is the most

repulsive thing to an educated man who uses scientific

standards of investigation as a carefuylly acquired habit. Like

the no-planers he is making a stupid case -- and he is getting

the full spotlight -- with Duff and Kaminski and Jones and all

of the other fake investigators backing him up. (If Duff is not

a part of this I invite him to check out everything I say here --

and admit it -- if he really loves his country more than his

popularity and the promotion Ventura is giving him -- then he

will admit he has backed a charlatan and shill for the cover-

up. Otherwise, Duff will have been weighed in the scales and

found wanting. As I was saying -- there was a lot of

wreckage -- a lot of small sized aircraft pieces, some of which

were positively identified to have come from an American

Airlines Boxing 757. BUT BY DENYING THAT THERE WAS

ANY WRECKAGE, VENTURA, THE SONOFABITCH TWINKIE

WITH THE STUPID HORSE FACE -- FIGHT ME, TWINKIE!!!! --

CLOSES THE DOOR TO THE CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE I

BROUGHT TO THE FORE IN 2003 -- there was a famous piece

of wreckage that was photographed at military photographer

10 minutes after the "event." It was a piece from the

starboard side of an Am Air 757 as was easily demonstrated

by the piece of the letter "n" and the double row of rivets on

the piece. I showed that the piece came from the starboard

side but that the piece was found north, not south, of where

the hole was here it was said Flight 77 hit the building, found,

that is, on what would have been the planes port, not

starboard (left, not right; "dirvers side," not co-pilot's side)

proving that the piece was planted on the wrong side of the

plane. Ventura's false -- and so widely known to be false --

statement that there was no wreckage completely throws out

this most important evidence from the case. Ventura,

Kaminski, Duff have conspired to kill the real evidence and

substituted bogus refutable garbage which they knowingly lie

about when they call it proof. Let me add that the rivets and

rust of the plane parts indicated that this part was from the

wreckage of another plane that had been torn apart after a

crash. Furthermore there was photographs of wreckage taken
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in the "C" ring corridor by FEMA photographers -- which I and

others have shown to be not from the plane and inconsistent

with the type of crash that was said to have taken place. For

example, a pilots seat was found, but not one passenger seat

was ever mentioned. Other parts like a tire were found. But I

note that all of these things were photographed three days

after the vent and in a corridor with truck access and all of

them were of a portable size. I also mention that there was a

C-130 that flew right over the lawn and helipad near the crash

just 30 seconds after the explosion, which plane may have

dropped some of the debris, including the famous starboard-

side letter "n" debris. Ventura missed all of this and in fact

covered it up when he insisted that there was no wreckage.

Also Kaminski knows better too. He is definitley compromised

to from the man I knew earlier -- don't ask me why.

DUFF: "There is also proof that the government threatened

witnesses, telling them to support the “aircraft scenario.”

Eastman: But I found witnesses and corresponded with

them. Witnesses who put the approaching plane on a path

that passed everywhere well north of the first downed

lamppost -- proving that the flying object (remote controlled

jet fighter, cruise missile, AGM or whatever) was an entirely

different object than the plane that had witnesses attention. I

also reported (see for yourself at the URL above) the

statements of witnesses that there were two planes. One

woman quoted in my evidence package on rense stated that

she saw two planes approach at slightly different angels and

one veer away at the last moment. All of this is lost with the

claim that the government shut everyone up. That statement

-- although partially true -- gives the false impression -- I am

sure this was Ventura's aim (or the aim of the Mossad agent

who wrote his material) gives the false impression that no

one said anything indicating that the plane was small, that

there were two planes, that witnesses can be divided into

those who say something on one path near the pole and

others that saw the big plane that passed north of the gas

station which was north of the first light pole that was

downed, the "taxi" pole.

DUFF: "The basis for the conspiracy theory regarding Muslim

hijackers with box cutters was based on supposed phone calls

made by Barbara Olson, wife of Bush Solicitor General.

Solicitor General Olson claimed he talked to his wife on a cell

phone, spoke with her at length, while she described the

hijackings as now dramatized by Hollywood. When it was

proven that a cell phone is incapable of making such calls,

Olson claimed it was a “seat back phone.” When it was proven

that there were no seat back phones on American Airlines 757

aircraft, nothing further was asked.

EASTMAN: This is the work of my friend and fellow

investigator, A. K. Dewdney, who actually made the test and

came to the conclusion. Dewdney, although a former editor of

Scientific American, a world famous expert of scientific and

mathematically puzzles, has been completely ignored by the

media -- but now it is taken up by Alex Jones and Kaminski's

friend and Duff's friend, the BIG TWINKIE! (I'm ready for me

-- who about that debate Chicken! Chicken! Chicken necked

Chicken!!! That is if you are still alive after I twist your head

off and make you eat it.

DUFF: Then investigations shows he received one call, lasting

“0″ seconds. Ventura questions as to whether Olson was

duped or complicit? Should he be arrested too? Was his wife,

Barbara, ever really on the plane?

EASTMAN: I pointed out that Olsen, Morgan Reynolds and

were at the White House together. Reynolds is the one who

jumped in the so-called "truther" movement -- a code word

by which the disinformation operatives can recognize each

other -- on the side of the "no-planes'-hit-the-WTC crowd."

The fact is that Olsen's job as soliciter general is to keep the

President and the administration out of court -- it was his job

to manage the cover-up from the White House and Karl Roves

job (the president had no brains and was a cipher with a

button in his ear telling him what to say) to see that the facts

the real Pentagon investigators were getting out (Dewdney,

Honegger, Eastman, and maybe a dozen others -- all of

them supplying information and photos that I used in making

my case that is still up on Rense -- the only website still

showing this evidence. ) Olsen may have married Barbara

just do destroy her. She was a bitter enemy of Hillary Clinton

-- one very much a part of the 9-11 false-flag attack as it

must have been planned when Clinton was in China for a

month and Wolfowitz and Perle were there. No one can get

near the white house who is not complicit. (That is an

educated opinion -- which is an implication established only

after the false-flag nature of the attack and Mossad complicity

is confirmed. I have a thousand reasons for all the things I

am writing now -- but I cannot give them all and expect

anyone to read it -- no can I recall them all -- accumulated

over more than 9 years. This letter is pure off-the-cuff

outrage at the all-too obvious op by phony boy Jesse Ventura.

DUFF: "Then Ventura looks into the flight itself. Not only was

the flight recorder “dead” but during the flight itself, the

transponder was turned off. Even more suspicious, the plane

disappeared from radar for 28 minutes.

EASTMAN: The flight recorder did record the flight path right

up to the approach to the Pentagon. This is a much more

incriminating fact than the falsehood that is claimed. Also, the

transponder being turned off is not of itself a disproof of the

official story. The whole story of the planes from the time

they turned around and were lost until the crashes is filled

with several things that have no explanation from the

"boxcutter" story, but make perfect sense from a false 'flag

point of view.

DUFF: There is no discussion of this 28 minutes, but

speculation, perhaps no longer speculation, has long been that

the flight landed.

EASTMAN: I left this alone after passing on the claims -- my

whole record -- every post I made on the 9-11 from Nov 2001

on is archived here:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/frameup/messages/

use the "advanced search" for specifics. You can see who my

story was refined by new facts as they came in. For example,

I first argued that the Boeing came straight in and not at an

angle because of witness accounts -- including diagrams in

the Stars and Stripes newspaper. I proved -- valid reasoning -

- that the plane could not have come that way because poles

would have been knocked down that photos showed were not

knocked down. Then the lamp pole pictures surfaced at I

accepted that path. But that brought a lot of witnesses into

contradiciton with each other. I had pictures of the wall that

was inconsistent with the story of Flight 77 crashing there (see

the rense pages linked above) -- and so the only explanation

was that the plane in Am Airlines livery that witnesses saw

flew over the building while at least two different objects hit

the building including explosives in a truck trailer that was

parked right where the crash occured -- which may have

guided in all planes and missiles before self-destructing with a

bright flash -- like a bright flash bulb -- that made witnesses

miss seeing that the Boeing flew over the building -- only to

land at Reagan National which has one runway begin exactly

one mile from the beyond and to starboard from where the
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plane flew over the crash. Again, all of this is omitted by

Ventura -- and his story actually leads people away from

these multiple conclusive lines of evidence. (Of which there

are four more on rense which I have not mentioned here and

which shabaz-goy Twinkie did not mention.

DUFF: As to what happened then, we cannot guess, or can

we. One of my friends, a former Pentagon official, had a

friend on that aircraft. Not long ago, he asked me: “Gordon,

what do you think happened to him, do you think he was

executed? Bullet in the brain as they stepped off the plane or

something even worse?”

EASTMAN: There was a class of children listed for Flight 77.

There was Ann Judge who works for National Geographic with

the job of locating lodging photographers and writers around

the world in exotic hidden places. There were also people

involved with microbiology and with the development of

remote control aviation systems. Often a black-op will plan for

the elimination of people involved in providing the technical

help. They can kill them or relocate them. The CIA often

stages phony deaths for agents they wish to re-locate. These

are the worlds worst criminals -- drugs (Afghanistan opium,

heroin) and arms smuggling and war profiteering. Also Israel

is involved with means child slavery and black organ markets

are a real possibility. This is intelligent and informed

speculation -- regardless to how Hannity or O'Reilly or Beck

would react if actually confronted with anything I have written

here. I have never shied away from making these

speculations -- because I am the most reliable person to talk

on the subject who is willing to talk about it -- Ventura, or

Jones or Duff is not. Who thinks Ventura has never heard of

me if he has, as he says, emerced himself in the Pentagon

evidence? Why did he skip every one of my conclusive lines of

evidence for his pathetic array of claims that most real

investigators know are bogus before he even got started?

DUFF: Ventura didn’t go there. None of us want to. It

requires visualizing a scene out of Auschwitz.

EASTMAN: So we see that Duff is sponsoring the Zionist

Holocaust deception. Now we begin to suspect where his big

bankroll is coming from -- like Alex Jone's funding which has

just come to light. 9-11 is the sister deception to the

Holocaust hoax. Auschwitz was a very well appointed work

detention center, very much nicer than the Japanese got in

San Francisco during WWII. Being at Auschwitz saved Jews

from the firebombing of German cities. The Jews who died

with the assimilationist Jewish Germans -- taken to Russia for

work. Others went to Israel or the USSR. The real

Holocaust was the Germans -- the phony Holocaust lie of the

Zionists was only propaganda to justify killing Germans who

knew to much about what really happened between Churchill

and the Germans (like Hess) in the war. It was propaganda to

justify the Morganthau extermaination of Germans. Just as 9-

11 was used to justify a holocaust of Iraqis and Afghanistanis

and soon Iranians and all along American, Germans,

Canadians -- all put in the holocaust meatgrinder of Zionist

hatred and revenge seeking of Christians, Moslems and any

and every goy -- the Jews being a people who keep alive their

blood grudges for thousands of years. You're darn right

Ventura didn't go there - because "there" is Israel.

So I commit reputation suicide by attacking Gordon Duff -- as

if the Jews who own Hollywood do not know how to package a

man to make him your super hero -- they give him the lines,

they know, by constant polling and test goups, what you

respons positively too. Duff the clean good guy vet - and

Ventura the action-hero nationally famous wrestler -- what

could be more phony than a wrestler? but people don't think

that -- they just see a "take charge" he-man -- like the

bouncer at a bar who protects you from the low life looking for

a fight -- the John Wayne we all want to take charge in

fighting the bad guys in government -- that's what it is all

about, including Alex Jone's gravelly voice. In case you

wondered.

DUFF: Can Americans be so brutal, so devious, so traitorous?

It isn’t just Jesse Ventura that is willing to risk his life to bring

it out, Fox News journalist Geraldo Rivera, several weeks ago,

debunked the Building 7 collapse at the World Trade Center as

“controlled demolition.”

EASTMAN: Who is so naive as to think that Zionist Ruppert

Murdoch married to a Chinese Communist and owning the

biggest real news gate-keepers in the business - O'Reilly,

Hannity, Beck etc., to keep out anything truthful about 9-11 or

Israel or the real conspiracy behind the collase of the US

economy -- who is that stupid to think that Geraldo Rivera

would suddenly buck 9 years of that hard-line policy on his

own? He would not. He could not. If you have watched him

even for a short time, you would know that he is incapable of

biting the hand that feeds him and will only bark like a saucy

poodle when he knows he is safe and secure on his masters

lap. Rivera has not given one of the real pieces of evidence

on the Pentagon -- he has not had physicist Steven Jones on

his program to lay out the facts about thermite at the WTC.

None of the best evidence ever has appeared on any Fox

program or any mainstream news program or print

publication. Chertoff, when I phoned in to Art Bell admitted he

had heard of the case I had put together, but he said, he had

to choose the most popular theories to address. I began to

tell him how outrageous was his selectivity -- exactly as bad

as Duff's, Ventura's, Reynold's. Fetzers, and John Judge's

(Judge is a story in itself, with the phony story of his

stewardess who normally flew on Flight 77 and her impossible

story of looking in the hole at the Pentagon "while passing out

doughnuts" and seeing the tail section of the plane -- or her

claim to have picked out from FBI photographs a picture of the

arm of her stewardess friend who was on the plane because of

a matching friendship bracelett the hand was wearing -- and it

turns out that she like John Judge is an old Kennedy

Assination investigators -- as is Jim Fetzer. Of course I point

out that a plane flying out of Reagan one mile from the

Pentagon is going to have agents posing as stewardesses --

and it sure looks like T was one of them. (T is her single-letter

first name.)

But I ramble -- and sputter at outrage that the liars and the

9-11 disinformation and cover-up artists still dominate the

scene, still give off their smoke screen, still put up shills that

everyone falls for.

I too was taken in by Duff. I have up to now put out all of his

essays that have come my way, usually with expressions of

admiration and gratitude. I AM NOT A MAN WHO IS JEALOUS

FOR FAME. My outrage is purely at the rape and

manslaughter of the truth when the fate of the nation --

everyone I love on this earth -- hangs in the balance. I get

mad -- and I am serous about my offer. First I will beat the

daylights out of that chicken neck in the ring -- or any place -

- and then -- after he recovers I will take him apart again in a

ten-minutes-him, ten-minutes me exchange that must last for

at least two hours. I want both events videoed with

agreement that text and videos can be put up by anyone on

youtube or anywhere else.

How about it Twinkie?
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And how about all of you readers -- who are you going to

believe? or are you just going to shrug your shoulders and

move on to other issues in the world?

Must I always stand alone? Why are men like Steven Jones

and Chrisopher Bollyn and Dewdney and so many other good

and intelligent and reasonable men -- men the public would

listen and believe when they layed out the evidence

systematically as they have in their writings -- why are they

never heard, but the big mouths with the wrong story go right

to the top? Must good men always lose because I can't get a

hearing? Will good men always be shut down because the

public thinks of stupid Ventura or Fetzer as models of what a

concerned citizen 9-11 investigator looks like and how one

thinks. Face it, Ventura is there to discredit the name of all

9-11 investigators.

Now let me send this before I repent of my language. (And I

hope all of my quiet mild-mannered friends will realize this is

war and I am in a battlefield where life and death issues are in

play).

One more thing. If Ventura does chickens out fo the wrestling

match -- I'll still met him in the arena of evidence,logic and

honesty on rense -- or on Alex Jones, if Jones will stick to my

conditions of alternating ten minute -- or five minute (for

more action) exchanges.

Better have a dumpster outside where the wrestling match will

be held. I want it in a city big enough to bring in a lot of video

camera.

I know what everyone is thinking. He is so much outside the

league of the other that he is going to get slaughtered. And of

course you are right. That is why I have given Ventura a

chance to win in wrestling where he might have a slight

advantage going into the ring.

Sincerely and seriously,

Dick Eastman, Yakima, Washington

Every man is responsible to every other man.

***

Date: Tue, 4 Jan 2011 12:24:29 -0500

Subject: Kaminski picks top stories of 2010

From: pseudoskylax@gmail.com

http://johnkaminski.info/

Top stories of 2010

Spingola’s recap of Obama’s phony history leads

the list
After a quick perusal of some top ten news story lists courtesy

of mainstream media, I didn’t see Iraq, Afghanistan or the oil

spill anywhere, all I saw was drunk celebrities and

Wikispinjobs. So I figured I’d construct my own list — that I

guarantee will be more relevant to your individual needs than

any type of propaganda you could pick up from the boob tube,

which is corporate spin all the way, and usually hazardous to

your health. Those stories you can forget about in two

seconds; the stories on this list just might stay with you

forever, and actually be beneficial to your health, mental and

otherwise.

So here goes: Kaminski’s choice of the ten best news stories

of 2010, each one vital to your well being. (Ahem.)

All American presidents are given tailored histories that fit the

elite’s idea of what history should be, so in that sense, it’s no

surprise that U.S. President Barack Obama owns an apparently

sordid and definitely secret history which the powers that be

don’t want you to know. Nevertheless, actually hearing about

it delivers a shockwave to the mind when you realize how far

the spin has deviated from the reality, and like the details of

almost every government operation that goes on these days,

Obama’s real story as delivered by his chief nemesis is a good

barometer of how messed up America has become.

That’s why I determined Deanna Spingola’s “Barack Obama —

former CIA Agent” was my pick of best story of 2010, because

it best typifies how the whole of American public life is a

manipulated fraud dictated by those with an unlimited power

to keep things secret, and that’s why the best reporters are

the ones who dig this stuff out, as Spingola, a rising star in the

Internet radio ranks, did in her analysis of the words of

Obama’s preeminent critic, the outspoken reverend from

Harlem, James David Manning.

Back during the summer of 2010, I decided to link to

Spingola’s website http://www.spingola.com/ on the basis of

three paragraphs in this story, three paragraphs that tell the

story of American political reality much more clearly than

reading the New York Times for a decade could provide. This is

that excerpt.

“Obama, as an undercover agent, was allegedly the lead agent

in the arms and money supply for the CIA-trained Taliban

Army against the Soviet Army war machine. His actions were

integral to the Taliban’s success in their opposition to the

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Obama, it is publicly

acknowledged, went to Pakistan in 1981. There is no way of

knowing how often Obama traveled between Pakistan and

Russia. According to Dr. Manning, Obama was an interpreter

for the CIA during the war in Afghanistan. When Obama

completed his CIA operations in the mid 1980s and returned to

the U.S. he persuaded the State Department to maneuver his

entrance into Harvard Law School; since the CIA, the U.S.

president’s personal agency for black operations throughout

the world, also has connections to federal and state politicians,

they managed to arrange Obama’s entrance to yet another

elite school in 1988.

“Percy Ellis Sutton, a civil-rights activist and lawyer, was the

Manhattan Borough President from 1966 to 1977. He was an

intelligence officer with the Tuskegee Airmen, the name of a

group of African American pilots who were part of the 332nd

Fighter Group of the U.S. Army Air Forces during World War II.

Sutton entered Harlem politics and became a leader of the

Harlem Clubhouse, known as the “Gang of Four” which has

controlled Democratic politics in Harlem for at least fifty years.

His Clubhouse allies were New York City Mayor David Dinkins,

U.S. Representative Charles Rangel, and New York Secretary

of State Basil Paterson, father of the currently beleaguered

David Paterson who replaced Spitzer as New York Governor in

2008. Percy Sutton wrote a letter to Harvard officials

requesting that they admit Obama as a student after a hiatus

of five years (from 1983 when he allegedly left Columbia to

1988).

“Despite a five-year absence from the rigors of college activity

he was accepted at Harvard where he excelled and on

February 5, 1990, was elected president of the venerable

celebrated Harvard Law Review, the highest student position

at Harvard Law School, a term that lasts for one year. [3]

After graduation he could have worked in any leading law firm

except that he lacked the proper citizenship qualifications

which would have come to light during the interview and

normal background checks pursued by major law firms.

Moreover, his academic deficiencies at Occidental College

would have disqualified him from the top law firms.

Furthermore, he was a CIA operative in the Middle East during

the time that he was supposed to be attending Columbia

University. So despite his Harvard achievements, Obama
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became a Saul Alinsky-style community organizer in South

Chicago which alleviated the necessity of providing a

legitimate background check. [4]”

Woven into an overall picture of who Obama really is and how

he got there are the essential facts that prove conclusively this

democratic president was assisted at every turn by powerful

forces that eased his trip to the White House as thanks for all

the favors he did along the way for those who control

America’s ugly reality. Read the whole story and learn a lot

more at http://www.spingola.com/Barack_Obama_CIA.htm

In my mind, the best stories of the year are a combination of

information we never get from traditional sources that usually

overturns the general consensus about public events.

Like the top story, the runnerup on my list is another story

about a public figure promoted as a hero by the deep cover

spinmasters, but to those with the experience to uncloak spin

jobs that recur time after time, the deeper level reveals a dark

con job aimed at misleading the public.

So No. 2 on my list is a searing analysis of media icon Noam

Chomsky by the indefatigable researcher Dick Eastman, who is

one of the most prolific yet underexposed investigators on the

Internet, always tearing away at the veils that keep the public

from understanding what’s really going on. His title is rather

long, “Chomsky is a Zionist Jew who has sabotaged American

higher education and misleads us on 9-11 and Rothschild

power and malevolence,” as it appeared in the sharp-edged

Australian news package Rebel News

http://www.rebelnews.org/opinion/terror/163750Noam%20Ch

omsky%20%20a%20fraud%20in%20linguistics%20%20and%

20a%20doubleagent%20serving%20the%20conspiracy%20to

%20destroy%20the%20American%20people%20for%20Trots

kyism

Coming in at No. 3 is a very long piece about a subject

Americans should know but don’t — the real story of their

beloved Constitution. Knowledge magician Michael Tsarion

reveals in “The Constitution Con” that America really didn’t win

its Revolutionary War, because the Jewish money ties kept

freedom from becoming a reality, the same way they do

today. This is the in depth analysis of what really happened in

1776 that you’ve been waiting for, proof positive that we’ve

been scammed all these years.

http://www.taroscopes.com/miscellanous-pages/weapons-

additional.html

4. Stephen Lendman’s great line about the Palestinians, “ . . .

slow motion genocide” is described in depth here:

http://sjlendman.blogspot.com/2010/11/exposing-israels-

fraudulent-third.html

5. There were so many great oil spill stories that I’m fitting

five of them into one slot. Matt Simmons last interview,

http://www.floridaoilspilllaw.com/msnbc-july-15-matt-

simmons-says-bp-covering-up-massive-hole-miles-away-cap-

test-is-absurd

Robbie Skye Campbell, Treachery in the Gulf

http://www.gnosticliberationfront.com/treachery_in_the_gulf.

htm

Michael Edward, The Gulf Blue Plague is Evolving,

http://worldvisionportal.org/wvpforum/viewtopic.php?p=2272

B. K. Lim, The Oil BP Tried to Hide . . .

http://georgewashington2.blogspot.com/2010/12/oil-bp-tried-

to-hide-has-been.html#comment-form and

Dr. Tom Termotto, The Gulf of Mexico is Dying

http://phoenixrisingfromthegulf.wordpress.com/ all share this

spot for their stories about the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, which of

course are all in direct opposition to everything they said on

TV.

6. Ex-Marine Kevin Keefe was part of the Gaza Flotilla that

was attacked by Israeli goons, who killed many people in cold

blood. His eloquent responses to Jewish media slurs upheld

the finest standards of responsible manhood, and among his

many inspiring posts demolishing Jewish hypocrisy, my

favorite was “Collecting Rocks and Getting Shot by the Israelis

for Fun.” http://kenokeefe.wordpress.com/

7. Authenticity in the trenches is what shows through from

people who have been there, and don’t want to be there

again. Such an inspiring character trait has always been the

hallmark of Joe Cortina, whose shocking reports about what

really goes on in Gaza have galvanized the hope for justice for

years. Weighing in at No. 7, is his “Israel – My Experiences

There In The Summer Of 1989,” seen at

http://www.rense.com/general90/89.htm among many other

places.

The No. 8 spot is filled by “Jews, Judaism and Jewishness,” the

perceptive story about the attitude that is destroying the

world, by the Aussie Andrew Winkler, ringmaster at the

aforementioned Rebel News.

http://www.rebelnews.org/opinion/middle-east/565062-jews-

judaism-and-jewishness

The last two spots I’ve reserved for two of my favorites.

The hottest writer on the Web in 2010, winning the award by

the sheer acclamation of everyone I know, is Gordon Duff of

Veterans Today. Any number of his searing pieces torpedoing

Israel’s obvious sabotage of the United States could be

included on this list, but he just keeps getting better so we’re

picking his recent homage to Jesse Ventura’s reporting on

9/11 for purposes of filling the the No. 9 spot on this list.

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2010/12/18/gordon-duff-gov-

jesse-ventura-proves-911-cover-up-will-americas-

government-fall/

As good as Duff’s heated invective has been in catapulting

Veterans Today into the Internet forefront of the fight for

freedom against the Jewish tyrants who have hijacked

America, one personnel decision he made has been even

better, and that was the addition of J. B. Campbell to that

website’s stable of commentators.

Speaking with a level of authenticity unmatched on the

Worldwide Web, Campbell’s penetrating portraits of what has

gone wrong in American society render all the explanations of

all those talking heads as just so much lying jibberish when

compared to this normal person who knows the real American

history, knows what the problems are, and knows what to do

about it. Our choice at No. 10 on this list, titled Anti-

Americanism, will grab you by the shirt and make you realize

what blind dopes we have all been to believe the lies we’ve

been told.

http://poorrichardsblog.blogspot.com/search?q=campbell&upd

ated-max=2010-12-13T08%3A07%3A00-08%3A00&max-

results=20

So that’s it, a top ten to remember, and not a celebrity in

sight. I honor the efforts of people trying to make a difference

in a world where spin is dragging us down a sewer from which

we will never emerge, unless . . . the ideas of the people on

this list can somehow overcome the the raging, out-of-control

beast known as our mainstream money and media moguls

who control the pathetic punk puppets posing as our

politicians.

*

John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the Gulf Coast of

Florida preaching the message that no problem in the

world can be authentically addressed without first

analyzing tangents caused by Jewish perfidy, which has
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subverted and diminished every aspect of human

endeavor throughout history. Support for his work is

wholly derived from people who can understand what

he’s saying and know what it means.

http://johnkaminski.info/ 250 N. McCall Rd. #2,

Englewood, FL 34223 USA.

*******

Fredrick Töben reviews:

DEANNA SPINGOLA

THE RULING ELITE: A Study in Imperialism, Genocide and Emancipation,

2011, Trafford Publishing www.trafford.com

*
1. An INTRODUCTION – not quite a monumental detour

but in Bernard Shaw’s sense of a PREFACE that is longer

than the play itself.

Deanna Spingola

While visiting friends in Sydney it was Seppl who reminded me

that the Allies during World War Two and thereafter regarded

one of Adolf Hitler’s weaknesses to be his sentimentality. I was

unaware that such state is considered to be a character flaw

because for me sentimentality is a hall-mark of being civilised,

of feeling at home within one’s cultural environment where the

body and mind are at one, where emotions and intellect are

balanced.

It is the generated folksiness of expressed emotions that give

a society, a nation, freedom from economic/financial

constraints. It is this quality that gives a nation its character,

its people the moral and intellectual integrity where truth,

honour, justice, among other civilising values, operate.

Sentimentality transcends crass materialism and gives

meaning to the maxim: wearing one’s heart on one’s sleeve.

Unfortunately those who are not interested in the materialistic

power kick, perhaps because of their personal sentimental

journey, will always have to have their guard up when they

meet the nihilistically-inspired materialistic vultures. More of

this later.

It is also a truism that where there is no trust, relationships

break down and a society begins to rot and the naked power

quest emerges as an aphrodisiac where the moral virtue of

truth-telling is regarded as a failure of nerve. It does not

surprise me then that the German National Socialists banned

secrecy/exclusivity-obsessed Freemasonry as a foreign

element within the German body politics. But there is another

more fundamental matter they acted upon. On 21 April 1933,

a day after Adolf Hitler’s birthday, Germany outlawed kosher

slaughter, thereby attacking to the core a fundamental Jewish

religious observance, and Germans justifiably claimed that

such barbaric practices are not to be tolerated nor conducted

in the civilized German Reich.

I find this historical fact helps in explaining why the Holocaust

propaganda had to be developed against Germans: it deflects

from this banning of kosher slaughter. The issue is currently

alive in Australia on account of the ABC 4 Corners TV program

that showed how cattle are killed in Indonesian

slaughterhouses. Interestingly, Muslims agree to stun cattle

prior to killing, something Jews refuse to do claiming their

religion demands kosher practices be observed. Australians

are currently still under the kosher slaughter spell and there is

no heart within government nor in the Opposition to force the

issue and to legislate on banning it outright. This is puzzling to

anyone who watched the 2 June 2011 ABC TV 4 Corner’s

program because I would have thought that spell would have

been broken by it – watching a cow standing last in line

awaiting slaughter, shivering in fear as she observed her

mates being mutilated on the killing floor. Still, there are

individuals who claim the animal world is incapable of feeling

emotions – it’s just an animal – cattle! But that’s the hallmark

of Jewish religious thought – to divide the world into Jews and

non-Jews/Goyim!

Interestingly, it is in the pre-verbal state of perceiving the

world where a healthy instinct flourishes, and where any

verbal con-job begins to unravel because there is a mismatch

between physical phenomena and theoretical explanation.

The current classic example of such deception is the 10th

Anniversary celebrations of the 9/11 tragedy. The official

narrative, adopted by the ‘free-and-democratic’ western world,

is one of death and suffering and of overcoming such grief – at

the same time re-enforcing the enemy image of those who

were responsible for causing this tragedy – Muslim terrorists.

It is now generally accepted by anyone who deeply looks into

the physical events of 9/11 that what we physically observed

on our television screens over-and-over, and what is passed

off as the official story of what happened, is not synchronised.

The non-verbal perceptions tell a different story to what we

are offered. For example, on 8 September 2011 on Australia’s

SBS TV in a documentary peddling the official version of

events, ‘New York – The Centre of the World’, journalist

William Langewieshe claimed that Building 7 was brought

down by oil-fire. It was obvious from his body language – eye

lids flickering as he lied – that he himself didn’t believe what

he was saying. It got worse. A new version of events is

floated: The Twin Towers were brought down by burning paper

contained in those countless offices and not a word about this

being a controlled demolition job.

When such nonsense is peddled in a serious film I simply

reflect on the rubbish we have heard for decades from so-

called Holocaust survivors who are so good at telling their

tales of horror. Remember the ABC Good Morning America

segment of 18 February 2009 where Herman Rosenblat for a

decade celebrated himself, and his wife Rosa, as concentration

camp survivors? As a little girl she would daily throw an apple

to him through the fence. Years later they met on a blind date

in New York and he proposed ‘on the spot’.

*

GMA: Why did you tell such a big lie…?
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Rosenblat: It was not a lie. It was my imagination, and in my

imagination, in my mind, I believed it. Even now I believe it

that she was there and she threw the apple to me.

GMA: How can you say it wasn’t a lie? It wasn’t true. You

know it wasn’t true.

Rosenblat: Yes, it wasn’t true but in my imagination it was

true.

GMA: Herman and Rosa Rosenblatt told their false story

publicly for more than a decade but it all fell apart about six

weeks ago after Holocaust scholars proved it was physically

impossible for prisoners to approach the fence at the

concentration camp where Herman was kept and that Rosa’s

family was actually more than 200 miles away.

GMA: Why did your wife go along with this? Did she ever

express any reservations?

Rosenblat: Because she loves me! … She loves me so much

that if she thinks that’s good for me she’ll go along with it.

*

The 9/11 commemorations are following the narrative of the

grieving pattern set by Holocaust remembrances that

culminated in 1993 when the US taxpayer-funded US

Holocaust Memorial Museum opened its doors in Washington.

The climate change controversy, which aims to establish a

global tax system so as to guarantee a steady tax flow to the

UN and other imperial/global power aspirants, such as the

World Bank and the IMF, is using the Talmudic dialectic in

order to eliminate any climate sceptics’ murmurings, as

illustrated by the following brief article:

*

Climate skeptics ‘like racists’, David Gardner, Los

Angeles. The Advertiser, 31 August 2011

Al Gore caused controversy yesterday by comparing sceptics

of global warming to racists. The former US vice-president

recalled how society succeeded in marginalising racists in the

civil rights area, and said climate-change sceptics must be

defeated in the same way. Mr Gore claimed those questioning

the veracity of climate-change science would be seen in the

same negative light. “There came a time when racist

comments would come up in conversation and in years past

they were just natural,” he said. “Then there came a time

when people would say ’Why do you talk that way?’ and slowly

the conversation was won. We have to win the conversation

on climate.”

Mr Gore has been accused of exaggerating climate-change

risks for his own political gain and conservative critics have

claimed scientific research is skewed to play on the fears of

the public. Last year, climate scientists working for the UN’s

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change came under fire

for exaggerating the threat of global warming. And in 2009,

leaked emails from the University of East Anglia revealed

scientists breached freedom of information laws by refusing to

release raw temperature data.

*

A couple of weeks ago I saw a television news report – I saw it

on TV so it must be true! – about a motorised armed column

making its way from Libya to Niger, which allegedly did not

include the Libyan leader Gaddafi. I then thought of the 1993

column of fleeing Iraqi’s trying to escape the hell-hole that for

them had become Kuwait as the Anglo-American-Zionist war

machine began its offensive to reclaim Kuwait from Iraqi

occupation. The US set up Sadam Hussein, then tore him

down and effected regime change, much to the delight of the

Iranians.

That human train of Iraqi and Palestinian civilians and military

personnel stretching into the desert as far as the eye could see

and desperately trying to reach Iraq was literally incinerated

as the US war machine bombarded it to a standstill.

The Iraq-Kuwait conflict had begun on a wink-and-a nod when

Iraq was under the impression that the USA would not

intervene were it to re-claim Kuwait as one of its wayward

provinces. The now pathetic UN Security Council con-job of

having a Kuwaiti teenager, primed by a notable American

advertising agency, stand before it proclaiming that Iraqi

forces were tearing babies from their incubators reminded

Revisionists of the usual Holocaust horror stories that upon

close scrutiny proved to be nothing but memory fiction –

outright lies. But the initial shock of being confronted by such

gruesome tales lasts long enough in politicians who switch off

reason and become compliant to foreign interests. That, at

least, is the sentiment expressed by American citizens who

oppose the US military serving Israel’s interests.

The 19 March 2003 invasion and destruction of Iraq’s

infrastructure was based on the Weapons of Mass Destruction

lie that served as a pretext to further humiliate Arab

nationalism under the guise of bringing ‘freedom-and-

democracy’ to the Middle East.

Interestingly, wherever the Anglo-American-Zionist war

machine operates it is quick to introduce its controlled supply

of new currency. Two crate loads of US currency has

disappeared without a trace in Iraq. Wasn’t there some

rumour that Rumsfeld just a day before 9/11 announced that

the Pentagon’s budget was unaccounted for by some trillions?

Even the Libyan rebels saw how a couple of containers loaded

with money arrived from Britain – perhaps printed by Thomas

de la Rue! – it is allegedly from Libyan assets frozen by

Britain. I shall resist the temptation of contemplating on the

mechanism how money is created out of nothing in the first

instance!

Middle East politics is about resources – water and oil – but

that is half the story. The other half concerns the bringing to

fulfilment of Biblical prophecy. The so-called free-and-

democratic western world is mainly Christian-oriented on

whose back Judaism rides quite comfortably disseminating its

own imperatives that Christian Zionists fervently embrace. For

those who cannot embrace such transcendental directive,

there is the secular version in the form of atheism and

Freemasonry. In the latter case, globally each month every

practising Freemason recites something about re-building King

Solomon’s temple in Jerusalem.

The Israeli-directed archaeological diggings beneath the Al

Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem/Al Quds recently found an artefact

that allegedly proved there was Jewish habitation at that spot.

*

Rare discovery, The Advertiser, 26 July 2011,

www.adelaidenow.com.au

A tiny golden bell – pulled after 2000 years from an ancient

sewer beneath the Old City of Jerusalem – was unveiled by

Israeli archaeologists, who hailed it as a rare find. The orb,

one centimetre in diameter, has a small loop that appears to

have been used to sew it on to the clothes of a wealthy city

resident two millennia ago, archaeologists said on Sunday.

*

This is ill-boding for the Muslims who worship in the mosque

because rumour has it that all that tunnelling beneath the city

will eventually cause the collapse of the mosque, a

prerequisite if King Solomon’s third temple is to be re-built. In

fact, the temple already exists in parts that merely need to be

assembled when the call is received that a pure red heifer,

without the blemish of a white hair, has been born into this

world.
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There is a pattern to this madness and it must be remembered

that prior to the Kuwaiti tragedy, beginning in 1980, Iraq

unwisely sided with the Anglo-American-Zionist war machine

and acted as its proxy in a ten-year war against the Islamic

Republic of Iran – which stood its ground because the 1979

Revolution had cleansed the political elite of individuals who

would have, as members of the Saddam Hussein government

had done, co-operated with the Anglo-American-Zionists.

Anyone who plays power-politics with Iranians is wise to recall

that the Ancient Persians invented the chess game!

The Libyan tragedy lingers on as Wikileaks exposes the close

connection existing between the Gaddafi government and

British and US secret services in respect of facilitating Iraqi

and Afghanistani renditions on Libyan soil. The 21 December

1988 Lockerby episode is also, of course, still a live issue, not

because the alleged perpetrator of this tragedy had gained his

release from a Scottish prison on humanitarian grounds but

rather because the Pan Am Flight 103 tragedy is regarded by

thoughtful and reflective individuals as another ‘insider job’.

This is, of course, one of the significant hall-marks of any

declining empire that attempts to last a little longer – setting a

new dialectic like facilitating a controlled demolition.

Lockerby also served to bankrupt/terminate the great

tradition-bearing world aviation icon Pan Am, perhaps thereby

also heralding behind the scene and out of public gaze the

deeper world financial ruptures that are so effectively hidden

from sight and consideration by the ‘shock-and-awe’

pyrotechnics of 21st century warfare. As Captain Eric May

reminded us, the image of Bagdad lighting up at night with

mini nuclear weapons exploding is firmly fixed in most

individuals’ consciousness because global communications

brought the tragedy into our living rooms.

And today in the USA and elsewhere – mainly through the

media in the countries that made up the coalition of the willing

– there is sombre celebration amidst the dire warning that

another imminent terrorist attack could happen – a revenge

attack because the US seals killed Osama bin Laden a little

while ago.

It was heartening to see SBS TV screen a 2007 film Man on

Wire, based on Frenchman Philippe Petit’s 2002 book, To

Reach The Clouds. After successfully walking on a steel cable

stretched across the two Sydney Harbour Bridge towers, Petit,

at 24 years of age did likewise a year later on 7 August 1974

from the top of the nearly completed WTC towers. From 10:30

pm to 1 am ABC TV screened live the 9/11 10th anniversary

celebrations. It hurts to know that the official version of this

event is an outright lie!

When will this global madness end? It seems to me that such

globally significant acts of terrorism can be paralleled to the

working concept of ‘Devil’ in religious discourse. Unfortunately,

most individuals who can tell if they are watching a controlled

demolition – as was the case when the WTC Twin Towers and

Building 7 came down – are otherwise prevented from voicing

their views publicly. In a world where the terrorism

dictatorship is expressed so directly – you are either with us or

against us – and there is a faltering world economic climate,

then self-preservation in the form of avoiding dissent on the

terrorism issue is the norm.

Here we see expressed the Talmudic death dialectic in full

bloom, while the Hegelian life-giving dialectic brings with it a

deeper appreciation, for example, of what causes ‘terrorism’.

After all, a terrorist for some is a ‘freedom fighter’ for another.

This theme of emancipation from slavery features prominently

within Spingola’s book, which I reduce to even a simpler

formula: the battle of the wills among individuals who live by

differing value-systems.

In any case, reflective individuals realize that such fabricated

terrorists incidents as 9/11, 7/77, Oklahoma-Madrid-Bali

bombings, etc. are designed to deflect from the deeper

economic issues that, for example, were current when during

the 1930s depression the National Socialists emerged in

Germany. The Germans refused to submit to the then

prevailing economic model of financial usury, and proclaimed

autarky as a guiding principle for Germany’s re-birthing

process – and this meant that the country disconnected from

the international financial system that till then had a

stranglehold on Germany.

I am reminded of the Australian incident that illustrates this

problem somewhat. During the 1930s farmers in the State of

Queensland, as elsewhere in the world, were saddled with

crippling debt to their banks. A group of farmers marched to

Brisbane and occupied state parliament for some hours and

asked for government relief from the oppressive debt burden.

The government refused, claiming it did not have the money

to assist farmers. When a little later World War Two broke out

suddenly there was money available to finance the war! And

so the ‘Pineapple Revolution’ failed, and perhaps it was

destined to fail because many of the farmers that made their

way to Brisbane had German-sounding names!

Most of the above matters raised become relevant when

considering Deanna Spingola’s book, and as usual when

reviewing a book I retain the two basic categories: Form and

Content.

2. FORM

This is a 670-page book and as the ISBN indicates it comes in

three versions: soft cover, hard cover and electronic version:

ISBN: 978-1-4269-5462-7 (sc), ISBN: 978-1-4269-

5463-4 (hc), ISBN: 978-1-4269-6063-5 (e)

Except for a few black and white prints of documents and

individuals mentioned in the text the reader looking for

pictures will find none. This is a heavy read, all text, and

there’s no picture-looking, except for the startling cover where

at the lower half there is in darkened imagery a huge square

populated conference table, like the UN Security Council

setting. Above hovers a globe of the world around which is

bound a chain, from north to south and east to west, perhaps

inadvertently forming a cross – one of the most significant

symbols of our expressed common humanity. The conference

floor is carpet red, and it can be imagined that the world

hovering over this red carpet is hurtling towards the fiery

abyss that it currently blocks out but which certainly could

invoke an image of Dante’s Inferno.
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A brief Acknowledgements section of four sentences has the

author thank her family, publisher, editors and a list of

persons who influenced her work, and a two-page Introduction

precede the 3-page Contents section.

The author states that her work could have been titled: ‘The

Ruling Psycho-Sociopaths’ because her basic thesis is that

the global ruling elite lives by other rules, i.e. ‘Sociopaths or

psychopaths survive by taking advantage of our ignorance and

naivety … climb the ranks of most social hierarchies, habitually

lie without remorse, and always say whatever is necessary to

acquire position’.

The 9 sections that make up the book’s Contents are not

numbered, and each section divides into sub-sections or

chapters where the flood of details is unstoppable:

The Banking and Industrial Elite – 9 chapters – p.1

Social Engineering – 6 chapters – p.87

Elitists and Secret Societies – 3 chapters – p.140

Slavery and Emancipation – 7 chapters – p.162

The Founders, Economics and Warfare – 12 chapters –

p.228

The Southern Scoundrels – 8 chapters – p.313

Preparing for the Revolution – 9 chapters – p. 370

America’s Socialist Revolution – 16 chapters - 440

Ethnic Cleansing in America – 10 chapters – p. 559.

The 3-page Conclusion is followed by a 19-page INDEX, which

I found a little wanting in places. Refreshingly I found there

was no reference to Adolf Hitler, Nazis, the Holocaust or

Auschwitz, though Ward Churchill’s 1997 published book: A

Little Matter of Genocide, Holocaust and Denial in the Americas

1492 to the Present, is referenced as footnote 1982. There is

mention of the ADL, anti-semitism, Communism, Freemasons,

French Revolution, Hegel, Kant, Ku Klux Klan, City of London,

Karl Marx, JS Mill, Montesquieu, Napoleon, Pestalozzi, Douglas

Reed, Cecil Rhodes, Rothschild Round Table, Schelling,

Schopenhauer, Feuerback Herder, Metternich, Siemens, Max

Weber, Voltaire, Weishaupt, Skull & Bones, slavery,

typhoid/typhus, University Berlin-Jena-Leipzig-Chicago.

Although mentioned in the text Joseph Conrad’s name nor his

book, ‘Heart of Darkness’ does not appear in the Index.

There is no BIBLIOGRAPHY and instead there is the reliance on

the old convention of continuous footnoting – 1998 footnotes!

An oversight caused footnote 289 to be un-dated – unless

there was no publishing date available, but then it should have

been mentioned.

Also, some names should have been included in the Index. I

note, for example, Michael Hoffman whose works are

mentioned in the footnotes but his name does not appear in

the Index. Perhaps I’m still tied to the old mode of having a

comprehensive Index, but as Arthur Butz once advised me

when I sent him a copy of my 713-page Fight or Flight: The

Personal Face of Revisionism that contains a 15-page Index:

‘You don’t expect me to read it!’ Luckily I had a meticulous

editor who refuses to use a computer-generated index and still

prefers to do the job by hand, page by page. Still, the older I

get the more I sympathise with Butz’s view and in my books I

try to include an index for those who want to short-circuit the

reading process. Perhaps that’s why some currently published

books do away with an index so as to stop this short-cut

activity.

Proof-reading is excellent but I did find one spelling error that

slipped by at p. 649, line 11 from bottom: ‘co-called’ should be

‘so-called’. There was also the use of the verb ‘hung’ when it

should have been ‘hanged’ – objects are ‘hung’ while people

are ‘hanged’, so according to basic English usage; but this is

also subject to development/decline as English simplifies to

further adapt itself in its role as the universal language.

3. CONTENT

Where to begin? That’s the problem when considering this

tome and hence my above lengthy introduction and

commentary to current events. After all, the book appears to

me to be developing an understanding of what intellectual

impulses are operating within the American psyche and where

they came from, and with what consequences these impulses

were turned into physical reality when today’s United States of

America was up for grabs as Europe prepared itself for

opening up the new world for conquest and exploitation.

That’s the basic background thrust of the book, then to give a

detailed account of the American intellectual heritage and how

its roots go back to 15th and 16th century Europe, in particular

to Bavaria where the Illuminate originated and where Talmudic

impulses propelled individuals into action in the New World.

A German on-line book service is already offering a book on

Freemasons: Von Truman bis Breivik - info@deutscher-

buchdienst.de wherein the link is made between US President

Harry Truman, a Masonic Grand Master and Anders Behring

Breivik, a Master Mason. Both men showed no regret for

perpetrating horrendous acts against humanity: Truman,

through an executive order on 6 August 1945, ordered the

atomic bombing of Hiroshima, and on 22 July 2011 Breivik

massacred 69 Norwegians; both killers aimed to establish a

New World Order.

Still, I have a worry when we talk about secret societies. On

the one hand its members, and the general public, believe

they are carrying secrets that are shared only among its

members and not known by outsiders, but then in her book

the author mentions countless names of individuals who make

up the secret societies she illuminates. Does this confirm the

notion that in time the truth will always out?

The author claims that through the European Illuminate and

Freemasonry organisations it is the Jewish networking and

Talmudic-based thrustings that largely determined the

physical conquest of the New World and the acquisition of its

riches.

If we move forward and consider the period in which the US

capital, Washington, was planned, then of course Spingola

proves her case, as was recently popularly revealed in Dan

Brown’s 2009 novel about Freemasonry – The Lost Symbol.

Washington is a city full of Masonic symbolism, and this has

expressed itself politically. On 25 May 2011 the Israeli prime

Minister addressed the United States Congress and the

embarrassing fawning of its members – was it 29 standing

ovations? – indicated that the mix of Christian Zionists and

Masonic affiliations has saturated and made Congress

subservient to a foreign power.

The claim that European universities, especially the German

ones such as Leipzig and Berlin and Göttingen were hotbeds of

Illuminati intellectual activity needs to be tempered a little by

what was happening at other prominent German universities,

such as Heidelberg and Tübingen. Hence my contention that

the author’s assertions need to be augmented by such

consideration, and that to regard the impulses emanating from

Weisshaupt’s original musings, officially beginning on 1 May

1776 when he founded his Order of the Illuminati, have

carried right through to this day. Certainly it was of

importance that Weishaupt came from a Jewish family that

converted to Catholicism, thereby synthesising these

conceptual worlds into his Illuminati structure, which later was

absorbed by the Jewish-directed Talmudic/Masonic thought

structures.
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For example, Marxist thoughts and its dialectic materialism is

a copy of what Talmudic thought is all about, primarily the

dividing of the world into a crisp and uncompromising them-

us: Jews and non-Jews, only for Marx it was atheistic class

conflict that drove his dialectic materialism. The Jewish them-

us is best expressed in Kol Nidre, the prayer for the beginning

of Yom Kippur that offer an ‘annulment of vows or a

celebration of the deceptions to come’:

*

"All personal vows we are likely to make, all personal oaths

and pledges we are likely to take between this Yom Kippur and

the next Yom Kippur, we publicly renounce. Let them all be

relinquished and abandoned, null and void, neither firm nor

established. Let our personal vows, pledges and oaths be

considered neither vows nor pledges nor oaths."

*

Note that this year Yom Kippur begins at sundown on 7

October and ends on Saturday, 8 October. This oath enables

Jews to work, without conscience and good will, in a host

nation, and it explains why such ‘parasitic’ behaviour has led

to Jewish expulsions throughout these past thousand years. It

explains why, when the Bolsheviks wrested political power

from the Russian people, one of the first enacted laws

criminalised as a capital offence acts of ‘antisemitism’.

A recent news item further illustrates this mindset’s structure:

*

Court tables ruling in ‘mesira’ contempt case, JTA,

September 8, 2011

A federal court judge said she will rule at a later date in the

case of a Chasidic Jew who will not testify because he says it

would violate "mesira," the injunction against turning Jews

over to non-Jews. Margaret Morrow of the U.S. District Court

in Los Angeles heard arguments Wednesday in the case

involving Rabbi Moshe Zigelman. Prosecutors want Morrow to

imprison Zigelman for contempt unless he testifies against

others in an alleged tax fraud scheme that involved his Spinka

sect, The Los Angeles Times reported. Zigelman, an executive

assistant to the sect's leader, already has served a 2-year

sentence for his role in the scheme, which involved soliciting

large tax-deductible donations and secretly funneling most of

the money back to the donors. Zigelman, 64, says his

testimony would violate "mesira," although most modern

scholars say it applies only in regimes that oppress Jews.

http://www.jta.org/news/article/2011/09/08/3089295/court-

hears-arguments-in-mesira-contempt-case

*
I call the Talmudic-Marxist dialectic a death dialectic because

Marx himself claimed to have turned Hegel upside down. It

was Hegel who regarded the highest form of human

development to be from the material base to the spiritual –

the symbolic pyramid where the Idea reigns supreme. Marx

opposed any transcendence and advocated the dictatorship of

the proletariat, and to this day you can see individuals, who

are afflicted by such thought-structure, lacking any civilising

virtues on account of their rejecting idealism. Hence for the

Marxist the truth-concept has no existential value, does not

exist. Truth is what you make it!

Interestingly, in the current political climate the outgrowth of

all this is the human rights movement that seems to seek to

impose a kind of dictatorship, and if that does not work, then

the claim of victimhood is made out. Such is the nature of the

dictatorial mindset that operates on the Talmudic-Marxist

dialectic thought-pattern.

Spingola briefly mentions the Hegelian dialectic but then

actually continues to refer to the Marxist death dialectic that

does not compromise as does Hegel’s life-giving dialectic

which, for example, sets up a thesis, then the antithesis and

as these opposites interact they form a synthesis that

conserves elements of both the thesis and antithesis. This is

best explained by man-woman = child, the latter conserves in

itself half of the two opposites that produce it. The Marxist

dialectic has opposites clashing in a life-death struggle with

one killing the other: man-woman = androgynous individual.

The current gay-rights movement attempts to overcome its

biological limitations through legal-verbal rhetoric as

campaigns are mounted to sanction same-sex marriages and

parenthood.

Within the legal sphere it was Christopher Steele who

formulated it thus: ‘Do I tell the truth or do I obey the

law?

The Talmudic-Marxists state that the law must be obeyed

while the Hegelians would claim morally upright citizens must

do both – tell the truth and obey the law.

By merely obeying the law moral and intellectual cowardice

develops, and we saw this rise and then break down as did the

Marxist-Communist ideology until 1989 in the former Soviet

Union and its satellites.

Now, Spingola, it appears to me, would only partially agree

with such an analysis because her contention is that elites that

control world events live by different rules to those who do not

belong to any known elites.

Again, this in parts reminds me of Marx’s false consciousness

that he embraces as he develops his class-conflict theory. A

person may claim to belong to an elite group, and be regarded

by others as belonging to an elite but that then is easily

refuted by close scrutiny of what such an elite

person/organisation is all about. I think the author points out

the essence of what makes an elite to be the establishing of a

physical domination and exploitation/ exercise of power over

individuals. It could be said that the above mindset is thus

essentially an ideological/religious matter stemming from the

Abrahamic religions: Judaism, Christianity, Islam.

I consider it helpful if we broaden and augment the intellectual

framework by introducing the basic philosophical concepts of:

British Empiricism – moving from one particular to the next

without ever reaching an over-arching understanding of what

theoretical concepts control human behaviour, which is

partially what basic scientific research is all about, i.e. being

open to new and non-theory-laden impulses; French

Rationalism – meticulously developing a beautifully logical

coherent abstract explanatory rational structure that, if the

premise on which it rests is false, then reveals itself to be a

mere smoke-and-mirror apparition, as we note when scientists

develop ideologies such as those structures that are supposed

to ‘prove’ climate change/global warming/the existence of HIV,

etc.; and German Idealism – beginning with romantic notions

of love, trust, justice, honour, God, etc. all serving as the

motor of one’s personal expression of values within a

worldview/Weltanschauung that politically leads to the

Volksgemeinschaft where an inclusive/evolutionary/genetic

theory of knowledge works with nature and not against nature.

A mixture of all three forms the essence of European thought.

All three, it can be said, gave rise to the New World, the

subject matter of Spingola’s book, and are giving rise to the

currently emerging NEW WORLD ORDER! Within this context

the Talmudic mystery-mongering and deception mechanisms

are merely notorious distractions, if not disaster-producing

parasitic thinking that’s merely piggy-backing on European

thought-structures.
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But let’s end this review before I write more of what I think. It

is in this respect that I found Deanna Spingola’s book

refreshingly stimulating and worthy of a re-read. Many issues

she raises need more reflection, and that is much appreciated,

especially because in her research she names the names that

are the carriers and advocates of the Illuminati thought

structure, and which make up the various elite groups that

perpetrated the enslavement and genocides.

Goroke - 11 September 2011.

*

Postscript: Interestingly, from Peter Wakefield Sault I

received a copy of his 13 September 2011 email with the

comments that also broaden the issues that Spingola

addresses in her book:

From: Peter Wakefield Sault peter.sault@odeion.org

Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2011 8:37 AM

Subject: Re: Fw: Probability of another false-flag is high...

I have come to realize that Zionism is a product of

Freemasonry more than it is of Judaism. As far as I can

discern, the Rothschilds - the High Table of Judaism - have

used their Jewishness to mislead Low and Middle Table Jews

and to pursue Masonic aims. It is Freemasonry that wants the

Muslims off the Jerusalem acropolis so it can "rebuild" the

mythical Temple of "Solomon" (actually Sol-Amon, or Amon-

Ra) and Hiram Abid.

Somewhere along the line, between 50,000 and 250,000 years

of Egyptian (and World) history were sent down the Pharaonic

memory hole (the memory hole was a Pharaonic device

usually reserved for individuals) and the 'Tanakh' was put in

its place, so this is an ancient conspiracy that we are looking

at, going back perhaps some 2,500 years. Alexander

attempted it but got lost in Afghanistan and ended up in India

instead of China. This conspiracy involves the conquest of the

Great Circle Way, whose western terminator is

Liberia. Western Freemasonry, the Rome-London-Washington

triumvirate, has pretty much conquered as far as the High

Pass through the Himalayas via Kashmir, with a few gaps yet

to be attacked, such as Tehran (which itself lies on the Great

Circle Way) and now, apparently, Egypt. The High Pass is

China's back door. It is in Kashmir that it is most likely that

tactical nuclear weapons will first be used.

The core of the conspiracy appears to rotate around an

homosexual pedophile human-sacrificing "priesthood", for

pederasty formed a part of Masonic Greek (i.e. Heliopolitan)

culture. Cultures controlled by Freemasons are characterized

by piles of dressed stone and human sacrifice (Freemasonry at

its core is all about the design and construction of sacrificial

altars but I won't go into the whole deal here as it is long and

complex).

And thus the final word on what drives the world into

disasters and suffering has not been spoken, and

fascination with Adolf Hitler’s National Socialists

continues unabated. I think Dr Wilhelm Stäglich was

right when he said that only oncde very thousand years

someone like Hitler comes along to liberate peoples

from debt-slavery, multiculuturalism and pseudo-

democracy.

*

IKEA founder 'was Nazi recruiter'

IKEA's billionaire founder Ingvar Kamprad was a

member of the Swedish Nazi party and was such a

concern to secret service they opened a file on him,

according to a new book.

By Richard Orange, Malmö, 5:56PM BST 24 Aug 2011

Ikea founder Ingvar Kamprad

The 1943 file, revealed in a book published on Wednesday by
Swedish journalist Elisabeth Åsbrink, will revive the long-
standing controversy over the far right sympathies of the 85-
year-old businessman.
It proves for the first time that Mr Kamprad was an active
member of Svensk Socialistisk Samling – the successor to the
Swedish Nationalist Socialist Workers Party – even detailing
his membership number, 4013.
It quotes letters intercepted from Mr Kamprad, then 17, in
which he enthuses about recruiting new members and says
that he "misses no opportunity to work for the movement".
The secret service concluded that, as Mr Kamprad received the
party's youth newspaper, he must have held "some sort of
official position within the organisation".
Ms Åsbrink accused Mr Kamprad of failing to come clean about
the full extent of his Nazi past.
"He said in 1998 that he would get everything up on the table
and that there would be nothing hidden. Why then didn't he
tell us that he was a member of the worst Nazi party, and that
the police found it serious enough to create a file on him?" she
said.
Mr Kamprad has long fought to escape the stain of his
involvement with the far right New Swedish Movement,
revelations of which first surfaced with the publication of the
letters of the group's leader, Per Engdahl, in 1994.
Those letters showed that Mr Kamprad gave money and
recruited members, and that Mr Engdahl had been one of a
select few invited to Mr Kamprad's wedding.
Ms Åsbrink said Mr Kamprad's feelings about Mr Engdahl
remained mixed even today. "Per Engdahl was a great man,
this I will maintain for as long as I live," he told her last year
in a two-hour interview recorded for her book.
In 1998, Mr Kamprad said he could not remember whether he
had been a member of Nordic Youth, Sweden's equivalent of
the Hitler Youth, when faced by further revelations.
But he has never admitted to membership of the more radical
Svensk Socialistisk Samling, which was so close to the German
Nazi party that it had dropped the Swastika symbol only a few
years before Mr Kamprad joined.
Ms Åsbrink's book, And in Wienerwald the trees remain, details
Mr Kamprad's long friendship with a young Jewish refugee who
came to work on his family farm and then played a key role in
the team that launched IKEA.
"He came from a background where it was normal to speak
badly about Jews, but when he met Otto, they became the
closest friends," she said.
A spokesman for Mr Kamprad downplayed the revelations as
"old news".
"Ingvar Kamprad gave a detailed account back in 1994 about
what he describes as his 'youthful sins' and the 'biggest
mistake of his life', apologising and asking for forgiveness from
all parties involved. The IKEA he created is based on
democratic principles and embraces a multicultural society."
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/world-war-

2/8720214/IKEA-founder-was-Nazi-recruiter.html

___________________________________


